
CaseStudy
Princetown Cable Faced a
Major Outage
ZCorum’s engineering
team had them up &
running in 24 hours 
In less than 24 hours ZCorum’s Engineering
experts helped Princetown Cable Recover
from a Major Outage

Note: Princetown Cable has since been acquired by Time Warner 
Cable.

In upstate New York, less than 25 miles from the state capitol 
of Albany, lies the rural town of Princetown. Historically, 
Princetown has been a quiet, rural community where farming 
was the chief occupation from the mid-1700s until the 1940s. 
Today, the leaders of Princetown try to maintain this same rural 
atmosphere as most people who move into town do so to enjoy 
its rural character. 

Privately held Princetown Cable was established in 1987 and 
in 1990 began providing cable TV and Internet services to the 
households in the surrounding areas not served by Time Warner 
Cable.
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THE RESULTS
Princetown Cable allowed ZCorum to take 
control and was able to avert a serious situation 
while preserving the company’s reputation
with their subscribers. ZCorum’s engineers 
were meticulous in turning the problem 
around, producing results under pressure, and 
persistent when confronted with obstacles 
that had to be overcome.

Within 24 hours, Princetown subscribers 
were once again online and happy. In the 
end, the new circuit provider admitted that 
their internal processes had failed and the 
documents had been diverted to the wrong 
department.

INTRODUCTION

THE CHALLENGE
As the Princetown community grew and Princetown Cable 
began serving more and more subscribers, Jim D’Allaird, 
Princetown Cable’s General Manager, knew that his subscribers 
needed more bandwidth for uploading and downloading from 
the Internet. He decided the best course of action was to transfer 
his services to another circuit (or backbone) provider.

Circuit/backbone providers are companies that supply access to 
highspeed transmission lines that connect users to the Internet. 
These lines comprise the “backbone” of the Internet that allows 
service providers to offer their subscribers Internet access at 
high speeds.

Transferring from one circuit provider 
to another needs to be meticulously 
planned and well-executed by experienced 
engineering personnel. Princetown Cable, 
already a ZCorum customer, began working 
with ZCorum’s engineers and together they 
developed a strategy for a seamless transfer. 
The switching-over process would take place 
smoothly – as one circuit was terminated the 
new one would immediately take over.

On the afternoon of the transfer the new 
circuit provider assured Princetown that all 
processes had been completed and the switch
to their service could begin. Princetown then 
contacted their current circuit provider and 
requested that services be discontinued at the 
end of the day. Both teams, Princetown and 
ZCorum, were ready to execute the transfer. 



Unfortunately, things didn’t go as planned. When the 
old circuit was turned off, it quickly became apparent 
that the new circuit provider had not completed all the 
internal processes necessary for the transfer to actually 
happen. Just like that, because of the new provider’s 
missteps, Princetown’s subscribers were without any 
internet access at all. Princetown was facing an outage 
that could potentially last for days.

THE SOLUTION

With his Internet service completely down, and angry subscribers lighting up the phones, Jim called on 
ZCorum’s engineers for assistance. The ZCorum team immediately went to work to find a resolution to 
Princetown Cable’s problem. The first order of business was to investigate why the new circuit provider had 
not completed the circuit transition. The new circuit provider insisted that a Letter of Authorization (LOA) was 
never received from Princetown Cable. ZCorum engineers did not let that stop them from getting Princetown’s 
subscribers back on-line. With Princetown’s reputation on the line, they began working with the new circuit 
provider on Princetown’s behalf non-stop for nearly 24 hours. 

While Princetown Cable’s problem was the highest priority at ZCorum, the lead engineer knew it was also 
critical that it be seen as the highest of priorities by the new circuit provider. He made sure the issue was 
escalated several times within the circuit provider’s organization so that the new connection would be up as 
quickly as possible. His perseverance paid off. Princetown was up and running on the new circuit by the next 
day. An issue that normally would have taken a week to resolve through normal channels was resolved with 
the help of ZCorum’s engineering team in less than 24 hours. Princetown’s subscribers were back on line with 
more bandwidth, and what could have been a disaster involving a multi-day outage was averted. In the end, 
it turned out that the LOA had been sent by Princetown months earlier. The new circuit provider admitted that 
their internal processes had failed.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Confronted with a mission-critical issue of a failed circuit provider transition, ZCorum worked diligent-
ly to get to the root of the circuit provider’s fail and get Princetown’s subscribers back online within 24 
hours. A major outage was averted and Princetown Cable was able to keep their subscribers happy
with increased bandwidth and faster Internet service with the new circuit provider.
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Unexpected, unintended, 
bizarre, anxiety all are in play
in describing that experience. 
To all you guys who helped 
me through that orderal, Wes, 
BJ, Brian Tim, Buddy, I lost
track there were so many of 
you all, all I can say is thanks.

Jim D‘Allaird
General Manager
Princetown Cable

“

“D’Allaird was well aware of the impact an extended 
outage would have on his subscribers and his business. 
His first thought was to turn the old circuit back up 
immediately, but it couldn’t be done in time to avert 
the disaster of angry subscribers.

ZCorum provides broadband Internet and communication 
solutions to telcos, cable companies, utilities, and municipalities, 
assisting in all facets of broadband implementation, integration, 
engineering and consulting, network monitoring and 
diagnostics. 


